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Guiding principles: 
• Christmas tree growth is governed by plant growth regulators (pgr’s). By re-

moving dominant terminal buds, remaining buds are released from hormonal 
inhibition. This allows them to develop more fully. 

• Tree response to shearing is greater in the summer than in the fall, winter, or 
following spring. 

• Shearing can reduce foliage and buds by 50% or more.  Excessive shearing 
will cost you time, money, and a longer rotation. In principle, shear as lightly 
as you can. 

• The leader should be twice as long as any branch in the first whorl (half-
length rule). 

• If you can - select a “round” true leader rather than a vertical branch 
with a flat backside that us usually deficient in buds. 

• When cutting your leader, select a large bud that stands an inch or two above 
its neighbors if possible. 

• Christmas trees should be cone shaped and have a circular foot print. 
• Christmas trees should have a single stem – preferably straight. 
• Remove “horns” and “crossovers” unless they will fill a gap. 
• Every cut has consequences – trade big problems for smaller ones. 

 
Considering the season:   2018 started cool and wet. While plenty of water is 

vital for tree growth, foliage can be slow to mature without enough sunshine. Either 

too much rain or too little can alter the balance of PGR’s and reduce the domi-

nance of terminal buds. Consider the maturity of foliage as you shear. If leaders 

are still light green and floppy, they are immature. If you cut your leader, branch-

es are still succulent and are more likely to respond by growing vertically – to be-

come horns. In timing studies, early summer shearing (June) produced signifi-

cantly more horns than mid- or late summer shearing (July-August). This year, 

early July shearing could give the same results. One way around this is to not 

cut your leaders at the time you shear the sides. Start with smaller trees where 

you might leave the entire leader. Leave the full leader with its crown bud 

through early August.  
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Stages of pests. Most pests continue to be very active through the summer, though BTA and HRM are 
not.  

• RBM — Mites are actively feeding and reproducing. Mites are multiplying in the newly formed ro-
sette bud and will remain there until bud break of next year.  

• EHS — All stages present. Another flush of white as the males pupate and emerge is seen in Au-
gust. BWA — Adults laying eggs. All stages including eggs, crawlers, nymphs and adults may be 
present. BTA — Eggs.  

• Cinara aphids — Cinara aphids may be active.  
• SSM — All stages present including eggs, immatures, and adults. HRM — Typically inactive as it is 

too hot except for the highest elevation fields or if temperatures remain cool at night. Predators — 
Most predators are active and commonly found. 

 
Advantages to applications during the summer. This is a good time to control EHS. Cinara aphid con-
trol for trees to be harvested can begin in August, so combing control of those two pests can occur 
then. Twig aphid control for the following year with bifenthrin products is better later in the summer 
as well.  Disadvantages to applications during the summer. It is hot, making it hard for the applicator 
to safely spray and wear the appropriate PPE. Predators and pollinators are both active and can be im-
pacted by pesticide applications. 
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RBM - Rosette Bud Mite EHS - Elongate Hemlock Scale BWA - Balsam Wooly Adelgid 
BTA - Balsam Twig Aphid SSM - Spruce Spider Mites  HRM - Hemlock Rust Mites 



 

 

Pruning and Shearing continued from pg. 1  

The pgr’s released by the crown bud will reduce horning. Don’t forget to come back and cut your 
leaders in august after foliage has matured. 

 

Consequences of short leaders:  Many growers have shortened their leader length 
during the oversupply and have not adjusted practices since.  It is understandable, 
but it has consequences. Foremost, short leaders keep trees incrementally shorter and 
can add up to more than one size class over a typical rotation. So if you don’t have enough trees, 
short leaders are costing you dearly. Also, short leaders result in fewer buds on both the leader 
itself and branches in the top whorl.  Fewer buds on the leader have less hormonal power to in-
hibit buds lower down on the tree.  There is greater likelihood that some lower buds will become 
more dominant than their position in the tree should warrant.  Dominant buds become dominant 
shoots, producing horns and crossovers that must be pruned.  In the equation of leader length, 
too short = fewer branches + more horns. Keep your leader length 12 inches or more to reduce 
horning. 

 

Accelerated Growth:  As growers still struggle to restore their inventory in the face of seedling 
shortages, many face gaps in supply. Great wholesale prices don’t help if you have few trees to 
sell. Conventional shearing has the potential to produce a very beautiful, very dense Christmas 
tree, but it takes a long time. The best way to speed up production of larger trees is to stretch your 
leader length in fields where you have good genetics (good budset) and good soil fertility. The focus 
should be on 2-4 year old trees that are established and producing good tops. Instead of automati-
cally cutting tops at 10 or 12 inches, let them run. I have seen growers leave 20-24 inch tops un-
cut in the 2-3rd year. The natural crown bud produces a strong straight top the next year. 
That gets cut, but still left at 16 inches. In 2 years, a tree can jump from 2 ft. to 5 ft. The 
next year, it’s not salable as a tabletop or apartment tree. It looks funny. It doesn’t fill a 
cone shape. It does have good branch structure. In another year, Those branches will 
grow out and start filling the cone. In two, you can have adequate density to sell the tree. 
You can shave 2 years off the rotation and get more trees to market when the price is high. Also, 
it’s not one way or the other. You can stretch a little: 18 inches in year 3 and 14 inches in year 4, 
then slow down to 12 inches in years 5, 6, and 7.  

 

Number 2 trees. Remember, growers call them number 2’s. Most retailers call them 6-7’s, etc. 
You take the discount – they don’t. That’s what they use your number 3’s for. Consider marketing 
your more open trees as a different style – not as junk. There is a growing demand for good quali-
ty, uniform, open grown trees. Instead of holding a tree until it fills in with 2-4 more years in the 
field, prune it for uniformity - balanced whorls from top to bottom and side to side. Sometimes all 
it takes is removal of a few branches in heavy spots to even out a tree. If it takes more work, it 
shouldn’t return less money… Now is a great time to explore better ways to market what you used 
to call a “# 2.” 

 

Hiring shearing crews. Just because a crew works for a reputable grower, doesn’t mean they 

know how to shear your trees or will shear them to your best advantage. If you bring a crew onto 

your farm, communicate or show them what you want. There should be some give and take 

on how to prune and shear the trees. Without instruction, you will get what they are used 

to doing which might be a very different tree from what you want. If they are paid by 

the tree, they will often rush. Rushing means fewer cuts, less pruning in the top, and more 

mistakes for you to correct. Shearing puts the “signature” on you trees. Don’t leave it to chance. 
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